
The Belting Inheritance: A British Library
Crime Classic
The Belting Inheritance is a gripping British Library Crime Classic that
follows the story of a young woman who inherits a vast fortune and
becomes the target of a ruthless killer. This captivating novel is a must-read
for fans of classic crime fiction.
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When young Margaret Belting inherits a vast fortune from her wealthy
uncle, she is overjoyed. But her joy is short-lived when she becomes the
target of a ruthless killer. Margaret soon realizes that someone is
determined to stop her from claiming her inheritance, and she must race
against time to find out who is behind the threats.
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Margaret's investigation leads her into a world of danger and deceit. She
uncovers a web of secrets and lies, and she soon realizes that she can
trust no one. As the body count rises, Margaret must use all of her wits and
courage to stay alive and find the killer before it's too late.

The Belting Inheritance is a classic crime novel that is full of suspense,
mystery, and intrigue. Margaret Belting is a strong and resourceful heroine,
and her determination to find the killer is admirable. The novel is well-
written and the plot is engaging. Fans of classic crime fiction will love this
book.

About the Author

John Rhode was a British author of detective novels. He was born in 1884
and died in 1964. Rhode wrote over 80 novels, many of which feature the
character of Inspector Lancelot Priestley. Rhode's novels are known for
their intricate plots and well-developed characters.
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The Belting Inheritance is a classic crime novel that is sure to keep you on
the edge of your seat. Margaret Belting is a strong and resourceful heroine,
and her determination to find the killer is admirable. The novel is well-
written and the plot is engaging. Fans of classic crime fiction will love this
book.
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About the Book Transportation planning is the process of developing and
implementing strategies to improve the movement of people and goods.
It is a...
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